Managing your critical programs
Sentient Portfolio Program Management (PPM) empowers decisionmakers to meet the demanding governance, compliance and financial
requirements of complex projects.
Managing costs in a dynamic environment

How can Portfolio Program Management help?

Few industries have to manage the volume and scale of capital
projects that occur in mining and exploration. They range in
size and urgency, and are frequently subject to change.

Sentient Portfolio Program Management is designed to manage
large complex programs of work, often made up of a diverse
range of capital and non-capital projects.

Effectively controlling the cost of these capital projects has
become even more important since the global financial crisis.
Reduced commodity pricing has squeezed margins and a
fluctuating worldwide demand has put more pressure on the
industry. Compliance, social responsibility and engagement
with the local community are all primary considerations for
the industry.

It identifies which projects will have the most impact on the
business as a whole, maximizes resource effectiveness, applies
consistent metrics and reporting across the entire organization
and integrates into your established enterprise systems
facilitating easy collaboration.

Strong project and program management discipline has never
been more important to ensure projects are delivered on time
and on budget, so that shareholder returns are maximized in an
increasingly competitive market.

Sentient PPM comprises a suite of features designed to manage
all of the key activities across your programs of work, from
consistently assessing and prioritizing the most important
initiatives, successful delivery of your project and programs
of work, through to reporting on completed projects and
evaluating the effectiveness of the investment.

Key Clients include
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How can Portfolio Program Management help?
Stakeholders across the organization leverage Sentient PPM to
better understand how a project is tracking. Greater situational
awareness leads to more effective decision-making and an
enhanced return on investment.
Capability

Intuitive graphical reporting

Sentient is the leading private cloud enterprise-wide Portfolio
Program Management (PPM) service provider in Australasia
and is being used by Australasia’s leading organizations
across a number of diverse industry segments.

One of Sentient PPM’s key strengths is presenting vital
information in the most useful format for easy comprehension.
Intuitive reporting allows stakeholders across the whole
organization to quickly assimilate the facts and take action.

What makes Sentient PPM different from other solutions?
v Accessible anytime, anywhere with internet connection
providing you far greater flexibility and making
collaboration possible regardless of location
v

Integrates easily into your established enterprise systems

v

No infrastructure is needed significantly reducing the
dependency on your internal IT capabilities as well as
on-going cost and time

v

User-friendly solution, providing simple intuitive
processes

Interactive bubble charts allow for instant objective
comparisons to support your decision making

Bubble charts clearly show the size of a project and how it is
tracking towards key gates

How can Sentient PPM help your business?
Provides greater visibility and control across your projects

v
v

Supports the selection of the right projects for investment

v

Reduces financial risk by enabling timely and effective
decision making

v

Delivers consistent and comprehendible graphical
reporting, including interactive bubble charts, heat maps
and provides an ability to “slice and dice” information

v

Lessens legal risk by helping with regulatory obligations

v

Brings increased return on investment – on budget, on
time, every time

Slice and dice your information to view the status of your
programs and portfolios

Heat maps allow for instant identification of the likelihood of
high risk projects failing and the relative impact

Award winning PPM solution that really delivers outcomes – Sentient Portfolio Program Management
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